
SPIRITUAL HEALTH THERAPY: 
Intervention Skills Training

I n t e r v e n t i o n  S k i l l s  f o r  S p i r i t u a l  C a r e



The Three Interventions

• There are three categories of interventions: support, 
clarification and confrontation

• Using “I” statements in your interventions is extremely 
important for effective therapeutic relating.  It demonstrates a 
dialogical stance and allows for curiosity that can then be 
directed by the client.

• All interventions should begin with use of an “I” statement.



“I” Statements

• “I” statements reflect a theory of “relative” truth while still acknowledging the 
existence of an “absolute” truth (God, Atman, Buddha-Nature, Allah, etc.)---so as to 
not get caught in “relativism.”   The theory here is that in interpersonal relating to 
develop proper curiosity and dialogical conversation we “own our perceptions” to 
invite awareness of our clients to their own “relative truths” and ultimately to 
better connect with the “absolute truth” in their own spiritual journey through 
authentic exploration and relating.

• Look at the difference between these statements and pay attention to what they 
invoke:  “You are self centered and you only want to hurt me!” versus “What you 
did makes me feel angry at you.”—which one breaks down the interpersonal gap 
more effectively and creates dialogical conversation?  



“I” Statements

• The interpersonal gap is the distance between you and a client.  It takes skill and 
an ability to convey trust in order to shorten this gap.  

• Use of “I” statements also deal with issues of authority and power.  By owning 
perceptions you are giving the client an opportunity to “own” their realities which 
is the ideal connection.  We are also making sure to give them a “way out.”  So our 
assessment maybe spot on but we can only go as deep as they are willing (the 
flipside of this is we can only go as deep as we are willing ourselves---why it is 
important to be doing our own process work!).

• Practice using “I” statements in IPR, verbatim sessions etc.  Pay attention to how 
effective you are in breaking down the interpersonal gap.



First and Second Attention

• Traditionally the difference in content in spiritual care has 
been called; social conversation versus a pastoral 
conversation.

• First Attention (social conversation) relating involves the 
sharing of content between two or more people---where 
there is surface relating for example:  I tell a story and then 
you tell a story etc.

• Second Attention (pastoral conversation) relating involves a 
skilled person who listens for content underneath the surface.  
This involves active listening and effective communication 
skills.



Effective Listening and Communication

• One to one communication involves; words (7%), tone (38%) 
and body language (55%)

• Congruent communication occurs when words, tone, and 
body language all give the same message

• SKILL: Developing capacity to be aware of congruence and 
incongruence of words, tone, and body language.  

• We support congruence; clarify ambiguity; and confront
contradiction.



Effective Listening and Communication

• When engaging a client’s story you can use:
• Behavior description- describing specific observable behaviors without 

judgment: “I notice when you speak about your daughter you get very 
quiet in your speech....”

• Direct expression of SHT’s own feelings: “I feel a sense of sadness 
when you discuss your daughter..”

• Paraphrasing- restating, not repeating the client’s content for 
clarification: “When you state that you are ‘lost in a forest’ are you 
describing......”

• Perception check- checking your “assessment” or best guess about what 
the client is experiencing:   “I am wondering if you are feeling sad about 
your daughter....”



Perception Checks

• Perception Checks can be used when you hear possible Life 
Commandments and/or Meta-stories:

• Meta-Story- Is a story that is told that within hides the 
congruent feeling/problem/difficulty etc.  Perception checks 
can be used to “check out” the possible “meta” message of a 
story your client is sharing.  The importance in this skill is not 
about being “right” but in being able to invite the client to 
deeper discovery of content.

• Life Commandments- These are hidden in stories and 
determine a client’s behavior.  They are intuitively obeyed and 
are not in the awareness of the person.



Perception Checks

• Checking out your perception (GUESS) about what the speaker is 
experiencing (feeling/emotional) by responding to the messages he/she is 
sending you—these include words, tone and body language (probably 
mostly body language).

• Perception checks are one of the most important skills you can develop.  It 
conveys concern for the speaker—for his/her feelings.  Most of us would 
like to be able to discuss our emotions/symbols etc. But are rarely ever 
given the opportunity—the perception check gives permission to do this 
and is tentative and non-judgmental.   If/when the (GUESS) is incorrect by 
SHT’s use of “I” statements the client is allowed the opportunity to 
correct the feeling etc.

• A perception check does NOT TELL the speaker what he/she is feeling---
and again must be in the form of an “I” statement.



Perception Check Stems

PERCEPTION CHECK STEMS:
• -I get the impression that....
• -It appears to me that...
• -It seems to me that....
• -I’m wondering if...
• -It sounds to me as if...
• -Is it possible that...
• -I have a hunch that....
• -I sense that...
• I perceive that...
• I get the feeling that...



Indirect Expression of Emotion

• When we are unaware of our feelings (or when a client is) it can be 
commonly expressed in these ways: 

• -COMMANDS: “Shut up!”
• -QUESTIONS:   “Do you think it is okay to be angry?”
• -ACCUSATIONS: “No one in my family cares about me.”
• -LABELLING “You’re rude---or bad at what you do—you call yourself a 

pastor?”
• -SARCASM: “You certainly know how to make a person feel wanted.”
• JUDGMENTS: “You are wonderful,  you are the best!” or “you talk too 

much and don’t seem to know what you are doing.” 



Direct Expression of Emotion

• When we are aware of our feelings (or when a client is) we have the 
ability to express in these ways where feelings are described: 

• -DIRECT RESPONSES: “I hurt too much to hear anymore”
• -DIRECT REACTIONS:   “I am afraid of being angry.”
• -NO ACCUSATIONS: “It hurts my feelings when my family doesn’t come 

to visit.”
• -SELF LABELLING: “I feel ignored by your behavior.”
• -NO SARCASM: “I resent it when you seem to ignore what I did for you.”
• -NO JUDGMENTS: “I really enjoy your presence and sense of humor” or 

“I am getting bored and beginning to tune out when I perceive you talking 
too much.” 



Direct Expression of Emotion

• Emotions are a frequent source of difficulty in relations with others----the use of 
emotion and working with the proper expression of emotion is a “spiritual” 
process because it focuses on the here and now as well as invites greater 
authenticity.

• Too often the response to emotions, especially difficult ones is to counter them 
and/or provide advice colluding with the societal value that there is only merit in 
processing “past” emotions.

• Being able to observe, work through, deal with emotions effectively in the moment 
provides a mostly undiscovered capacity to “heal” clients in trauma/crisis etc.  In 
crisis moments it may be entirely impossible for a client to separate rational 
thought from emotion---(and encouraging a client to do so may only serve to 
increase the interpersonal gap.)  Only direct expression of emotion in that 
moment will be effective for the client.  Think of it as head/heart integration—
direct expression of emotion allows for rational thought to get the chance to 
“catch up.”



Direct Expression of Emotion

• The most effective way to develop capacity to work with emotions in 
client care is to know how to do so with yourself by developing self 
awareness—the capacity to observe, become aware of and choose how to 
process emotions as they arise (this can be and should be worked on in 
IPR times).

• In Tibetan medicine they say there are three levels to the human 
experience La, Yee and Sems.  The La is the spiritual nature of a person, 
while the Sems are the conceptual frameworks (identity, self etc.)---in-
between is the Yee which is a “felt-sense” area usually attributed to 
emotion/intuition etc.  By developing awareness in each area one is better 
able to create positive outcomes.  So while symptom management is much 
needed on the Sems level in healthcare there is still the all too important 
Yee and La areas that need attending as well. 



Developing Capacity to Work with Emotion

• IPR times are mainly focused on providing an opportunity with peers to 
practice intervention skills.  In verbatim sessions, evaluations, reflections 
etc., there will be many times you will be dealing with receiving and giving 
criticism.  This is a skill in and of itself and directly correlates with the self 
awareness capacity needed to work effectively with emotion.

• Responding to criticism can be difficult and most times the response is 
one of defensiveness.   The focus is NOT on “not being defensive” (which 
is impossible by the way) but it is about what you do when you become 
defensive.

• Let’s look at ways you can use the skills presented here to respond to 
criticism in the group: 



Developing Capacity to Work with Emotion

• Paraphrase: “I want to make sure that I understand.  You are saying that no one 
from the office contacted you regarding your referral, even though you had called 
the spiritual care line?”

• Perception Check: “I sense that you were very hurt by my behavior., is that 
what’s happening here?”

• Direct Expression of Feelings/Emotion: “I want to understand what you are 
saying and at the same time, I am aware that I am very uncomfortable with your 
statements.”

• Connecting:  “You are right about my being inappropriate in my relating to you 
but I still need you to understand my boundaries.”

• Inquiry:  “When you say I am impossible to deal with, what exactly is it about my 
behavior that makes me impossible for you to work with?



The Three Interventions (AGAIN)

• SUPPORT:  We support the congruency of communication/feeling/emotion.  
Examples: “I affirm the work we have done today.” “It seems to me that it took a 
lot of work to share your feelings of sadness and I acknowledge that as well as 
want to encourage you to continue to do so.”  “You seem to have a direct and 
clear way of articulating your spiritual values which will be important in your 
recovery.”

• CLARIFICATION: We clarify ambiguity in communication/feeling/emotion.   
Many of the skills provided above (perception checks, paraphrasing etc.) are related 
to clarification interventions. Examples: “I notice each time you discuss your 
daughter you begin to tear up.”  “It seems to me that you.....”

• CONFRONTATION: We confront contradiction in 
communication/feeling/emotion.  Examples: “I hear you telling me that your fine but 
you continue to tear up which to me means you are not feeling fine.” “You keep 
telling me that God provides all that you need while as well telling me all about 
what is lacking in your life.” “You keep telling me that you are not nervous but I 
notice you shaking and wonder what that means?.” 



Providing Comfort

• Support Interventions are one way we begin to provide comfort to our 
patients.  By affirming the direct and congruent expression of 
emotion/feeling/ we are encouraging the behavior.   We are also 
acknowledging the courage it takes to relate this directly especially in a 
crisis situation. 

• Facilitating theological reflection comes from use of “I” statements and 
encouraging clients to explore their own relative realities which include 
their own theological understandings.   This encourages clients to see their 
spiritual journey as an overall part of health outcomes.

• Providing inclusive and appropriate prayer to clients means developing 
prayer directly related to the visit and personalizing it in a way that 
demonstrates the integration of faith and personal process. 



Looking at Interventions Through CASC Competencies

1.3 Planning: Co-develop with the client(s) a spiritual care plan that complements and is integrated with 
inter-professional care plan, treatment and interventions.

• 1.3.1 Determines the type and level of care/intervention appropriate and formulates a therapeutic 
direction(s).

• 1.3.2 Attends to client’s expectations and the involvement of loved ones in the care plan.
• 1.3.3 Develops a safety plan.
• 1.3.4 Develops personalized goals and objectives where relevant and appropriate to client situation.
• 1.3.5 Ensures interventions are timely, based on informed therapeutic approaches and are related to 

appropriate community resources.
• 1.3.6 Monitors progress.
• 1.3.7 Responds to disruptions of the spiritual care relationship in a timely fashion.
• 1.3.8 Monitors quality of the spiritual care relationship on an ongoing basis.
• 1.3.9 Restores therapeutic direction when it is hindered or diminished.
• 1.3.10 Integrates the practices of assessment, intervention and outcomes.
• 1.3.11 Evaluates the therapeutic effectiveness of the Spiritual Care plan and interventions.



Looking at Interventions Through CASC Competencies

1.4 Intervention:  Provides a variety of interventions and approaches to spiritual care related to needs 
assessment and co-developed inter-professional care plans.

• 1.4.1 Helps client evaluate role and function of spiritual/religious identity in their life.
• 1.4.2 Helps client to identify spiritual strengths, vulnerabilities, resilience and resources.
• 1.4.3 Facilitates exploration of a client’s sense of purpose and meaning in life.
• 1.4.4 Facilitates exploration of issues in relationships, moral distress and grief/loss.
• 1.4.5 Facilitates contextualized meaning-making and sacred and religious interpretation.
• 1.4.6 Utilizes spiritual/theological/faith reflection in exploring and making meaning of one’s life situation 

and in bringing the unconscious to the conscious understanding when it is safe and appropriate.
• 1.4.7 Fosters the client’s independence and responsibility within the care team.
• 1.4.8 Offers support and guidance for spiritual growth.
• 1.4.9 Strengthens relational connections and fosters experiences of community.
• 1.4.10 Enables reconciliation (e.g. conflict management, forgiveness, and relational growth).
• 1.4.11 Assists client in their own creative expression of spirituality.
• 1.4.12 Provides or facilitates prayer, rituals, rites, ceremonies, and services.
• 1.4.13 Leads or facilitates spirituality-focused themed groups, workshops and studies.



QUESTIONS---Discussion

• How do you view IPR times now in light of 
this presentation?

• What interventions are most difficult for you?
• Do you see why self awareness is such an 

important competence?
• ??????



OUR VISION
PAT I E N T- I N S P I R E D  H E A LT H  C A R E  W I T H O U T  B O U N DA R I E S
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